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hundreds of interviews with

Rome, Andrus quickly realizes

people who knew Shaw, who

that the job is not at all what he

was celebrated both for his

expected. Bounced between

talent as a writer and his

movie sets, directors,

colorful personality

producers, and women, he

The Young Lions. (Slightly

grows more uncertain of his

Abridged.). Irwin Shaw 1957

future with each passing day.

Two Weeks in Another Town

This ebook features an

Irwin Shaw 2013-04-16 A

illustrated biography of Irwin

struggling actor’s last chance

Shaw including rare images and

becomes an unforgettable

never-before-seen documents

Roman holiday World War II

from the author’s estate.

derailed John Andrus’s acting

The Young Lions Irwin Shaw

career. Marred by a facial scar

1948

and burdened by a new family,

Unified Jewish Religious

Andrus works for NATO in

Education Curriculum: For the

Paris. A producer from his past

individual 1983

shows up with an attractive

Irwin Shaw: The young Lions

acting job—involving two weeks

Slavko Grajžl 1968

in Rome and a hefty salary.

Acceptable Losses Irwin Shaw

How can he pass it up? In

2013-04-16 Irwin Shaw’s
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gripping final novel about a

biography of Irwin Shaw

mysterious phone call that

including rare images and

threatens to derail a man’s life

never-before-seen documents

Roger Damon is a literary agent

from the author’s estate.

at the top of his field, but with

The Young Lions Irwin Shaw

one anonymous phone call, his

2013-02-26 One of the great

life begins to unravel. The caller

World War II novels, this New

demands a meeting and

York Times–bestselling

threatens Roger with outing

“masterpiece” captures the

past transgressions. To identify

experiences of three very

the mysterious harasser, Roger

different soldiers (The Boston

reexamines his life and

Globe). Standing alongside

searches for clues in past

Norman Mailer’s The Naked

successes and failures. But

and the Dead and James

each new lead brings greater

Jones’s From Here to Eternity,

danger—for him and his family

The Young Lions is one of the

and friends. Soon, Damon

most powerful American novels

realizes that if he doesn’t find

to tackle the Second World

his tormentor, his tormentor will

War. Ambitious in its scope and

most certainly find him. This

robust in its prose, Irwin Shaw’s

ebook features an illustrated

work is also deeply humanistic,
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presenting the reality of war as

proving himself in the European

seen through the eyes of

theater. Eventually, as part of

ordinary soldiers on both sides.

the liberating army, he comes

The story follows the individual

face-to-face with the

dramas—and ultimately

unimaginable horrors of the

intertwined destinies—of

death camps. Whitacre, trading

Christian Diestl, a Nazi

cocktail parties for Molotov

sergeant; Noah Ackerman, a

cocktails, confronts the

Jewish American infantryman;

barbarism of war, and in fighting

and Michael Whitacre, an

simply to survive, finds his own

idealistic urbanite from the New

capacity for heroism. Shaw’s

York theatrical world. Diestl first

sweeping narrative is at once

appears as a dashing ski

vivid, exciting, and brutally

instructor in Austria, mouthing

realistic as well as poignant in

his loyalty to Nazi ideals. As the

its portrayal of the moral

war progresses, Diestl’s

devastation and institutional

character continues to erode as

insanity of war. Penned by a

he descends into savagery.

master storyteller at the height

Ackerman must endure

of his craft, The Young Lions

domestic anti-Semitism and

stands the test of time as a

beatings in boot camp before

classic novel of war and the
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human experience. This ebook

war but marked by it

features an illustrated biography

nevertheless. Their father is the

of Irwin Shaw including rare

local baker, and nothing

images and never-before-seen

suggests they will live storied

documents from the author’s

lives. Yet, in this sprawling

estate.

saga, each member of the

Die jungen Löwen The young

family pushes against the grain

lions, [dt.] Roman Irwin Shaw

of history and confronts the

1953

perils and pleasures of a world

Rich Man, Poor Man Irwin Shaw

devastated by conflict and

2013-02-26 This New York

transformed by American

Times–bestselling saga of two

commerce and culture. A

brothers in postwar America,

memorable novel by one of

the basis for the classic

America’s greatest twentieth-

miniseries, is “a book you can’t

century authors, Rich Man,

put down” (The New York

Poor Man offers a gripping ride

Times). Siblings Rudy, Tom,

through America between the

and Gretchen Jordache grow up

Second World War and

in a small town on the Hudson

Vietnam. It was made into one

River. They’re in their teens in

of the first primetime TV mini-

the 1940s, too young to go to

series, and starred Nick Nolte,
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Peter Strauss, and Susan

fortunes of one family ¿ the

Blakely. This ebook features an

joys, sorrows, successes and

illustrated biography of Irwin

failures. This is not only the

Shaw including rare images and

gripping sequel to Irwin Shaw's

never-before-seen documents

bestselling RICH MAN, POOR

from the author’s estate.

MAN, but also an outstanding

World War Two in Fiction Janja

novel in its own right.

Sešek 1981

The American Jewish Story

Beggarman, Thief Irwin Shaw

Through Cinema Eric A.

2002 Wesley, haunted by his

Goldman 2013-04-15 Like the

father's murder, begins a

haggadah, the traditional

strange and deeply personal

“telling” of the story of the

quest; Billy becomes involved

Israelites’ exodus from Egypt

with a girl who leads him into

that is read at the Passover

unexpected dangers; Gretchen

seder, cinema offers a valuable

finds new challenges and

text from which to gain an

experiences a remarkable twist

understanding of the social,

to her life. Moving between

political, and cultural realities of

Europe and America,

Jews in America. In an industry

BEGGARMAN, THIEF is a

strongly influenced by Jewish

brilliant novel chronicling the

filmmakers who made and

the-young-lions-irwin-shaw
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continue to make the decisions

closely identified with that

as to which films are produced,

representation. Over the next

the complex and evolving

two decades, Jewish

nature of the American Jewish

moviemakers became more

condition has had considerable

comfortable with the concept of

impact on American cinema

a Jewish hero and with an

and, in particular, on how Jews

overpowered, yet heroic, Israel.

are reflected on the screen.

In time, the Holocaust assumed

This groundbreaking study

center stage as the single event

analyzes select mainstream

with the greatest effect on

films from the beginning of the

American Jewish identity.

sound era to today to provide

Recently, as American Jewish

an understanding of the

screenwriters, directors, and

American Jewish experience

producers have become

over the last century. In the first

increasingly comfortable with

half of the twentieth century,

their heritage, we are seeing an

Hollywood’s movie moguls,

unprecedented number of

most of whom were Jewish,

movies that spotlight Jewish

shied away from asserting a

protagonists, experiences, and

Jewish image on the screen for

challenges.

fear that they might be too

Unified Jewish Religious
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Education Curriculum 1983

Beggarman, Thief Irwin Shaw

Evening in Byzantium Irwin

2013-12-10 Two books in one:

Shaw 1996 'They were honest

Irwin Shaw’s bestselling Rich

mean and thieves, pimps and

Man, Poor Man and

panderers and men of virtue.

Beggarman, Thief chronicle one

Therewere beautiful women and

family’s struggle with the forces

delicious girls, handsome men

of change after WWII. In Rich

with the faces of swines....'

Man, Poor Man, siblings Rudy,

'They were all gamblers in a

Tom, and Gretchen Jordache

game with no rules, placing

grow up in a small town on the

their bets debonairly or in the

Hudson River. They’re in their

sweat of fear...' These are some

teens in the 1940s, too young

of the characters in Irwin

to go to war but marked by it

Shaw's bestselling EVENING IN

nevertheless. Their father is the

BYZANTIUM. The place is

local baker, and nothing

Cannes, the setting, a film

suggests they will live storied

festival. The hero is Jesse

lives. Yet, in this sprawling

Craig, forty-eight years old,

saga, each member of the

whose survival is at stake in the

family pushes against the grain

midst of this gaudy carnival.

of history and confronts the

Rich Man, Poor Man and

perils and pleasures of a world
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devastated by conflict and

Nightwork Irwin Shaw

transformed by American

2013-04-16 New York Times

commerce and culture. In

Bestseller: The story of a down-

Beggarman, Thief, the Jordache

on-his-luck desk clerk, a con

family reunites after a terrible

man, and a fortune from the

act of violence. Wesley never

author of Rich Man, Poor Man.

really knew his father, Tom, the

Pilot Douglas Grimes’s best

black sheep of the Jordache

days are long behind him.

family. Driven by his sorrow and

Grounded due to a medical

a need for justice, Wesley

condition, Grimes has resigned

uncovers surprising truths about

himself to working nights at a

his estranged family’s

seedy hotel. But his fortune flips

complicated past. An important

when he discovers a guest

voice in twentieth-century

dead from a heart attack and,

American literature, Irwin Shaw

next to him, a tube jammed with

has been called “one of the

a fortune in cold hard cash.

great storytellers” by bestselling

Grimes grabs the money and,

author William Goldman, for his

with it, the chance to remake

ability to take readers on a

his life. Then, in Europe, he

gripping ride from World War II

meets Miles Fabian, an elegant

to Vietnam and beyond.

and erudite con man with a flair

the-young-lions-irwin-shaw
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for extravagance. Fabian

never-before-seen documents

recruits Grimes for his latest

from the author’s estate.

ploy: robbing members of the

Die jungen Löwen Irwin Shaw

idle rich. But when the fun ends

1953

and his bad behavior catches

Bread Upon the Waters Irwin

up with him, things will get a lot

Shaw 2013-04-16 With one act

more dangerous in this clever

of kindness, the fate of a

thriller from the multimillion-

Manhattan family is forever

selling legend who brought us

altered in this New York

The Young Lions and countless

Times–bestselling novel by the

other bestsellers. Known for

author of Rich Man, Poor Man.

both his literary talent—with two

The Strands are a happy family,

O. Henry Awards to his

save for the occasional financial

name—and for his ability to tell

struggle. Allen, the father, has a

a propulsive, full-steam-ahead

decent job as a schoolteacher,

story, Shaw is perfect for those

a lovely wife, and smart,

who enjoy the thrillers of

ambitious, and compassionate

Marcus Sakey or Lawrence

children. When Allen’s daughter

Sanders. This ebook features

witnesses a mugging, she takes

an illustrated biography of Irwin

the victim back to the Strand

Shaw including rare images and

home for help and a warm

the-young-lions-irwin-shaw
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meal. The Strands have no clue

Young Lions Irwin Shaw 1977

that the man they are helping is

Evening in Byzantium Irwin

Russell Hazen, a powerful and

Shaw 2013-02-26 One of Irwin

wealthy Wall Street lawyer. In

Shaw’s most unforgettable

his gratitude, Hazen offers gifts,

heroes battles to resurrect his

vacations, networking

declining career against a tough

opportunities—even plastic

cast of women, whiskey, and

surgery. But with each reward

old memories Jesse Crain was

comes baggage, and soon the

made for Cannes. A middle-

Strands begin to lose sight of

aged filmmaker who dazzled

what matters most in life. Bread

audiences during Hollywood’s

Upon the Waters is a masterful

Golden Age, Crain is talented,

story about the way lives

worldly, ambitious, and he

interconnect, and how every

knows how to play the game.

good deed, no matter how

As the Riviera sparkles in the

selfless, comes with a price.

spring of 1970, Crain juggles

This ebook features an

industry players while charming

illustrated biography of Irwin

a persistent young journalist

Shaw including rare images and

and fending off groupies.

never-before-seen documents

Beneath his polished exterior,

from the author’s estate.

though, Crain’s life is coming

the-young-lions-irwin-shaw
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apart at the seams. His last two

Shaw 1949

films flopped, and for several

Lucy Crown Irwin Shaw

years he’s been adrift. Now

2019-02-27 Society-kvinden

desperate to reignite his career,

Lucy Crown lever et privilegeret

a hit at any price feels like his

og rigt liv i 1950'ernes USA.

only salvation. Evening in

Udadtil ser hendes liv perfekt

Byzantium is a masterwork that

ud, men i virkeligheden lever

brilliantly documents a man’s

hun i et ulykkeligt ægteskab

precipitous slide—along with that

med en dominerende mand.

of his industry—from

Lucy indleder en hed affære

independence toward cynical

med en anden mand, og den

mediocrity. It is a timeless story

får vidtrækkende konsekvenser

of a determined character

for hele hendes liv, ikke mindst

grappling with the nature of

forholdet til hendes søn. Irwin

success and power. This ebook

Shaw (1913-1984) var en

features an illustrated biography

amerikansk manuskript- og

of Irwin Shaw including rare

romanforfatter, som har solgt

images and never-before-seen

over 14 millioner bøger verden

documents from the author’s

over. Irwin Shaw står blandt

estate.

andet bag romanen "The Young

The Young Lions, Etc Irwin

Lions", der er blevet filmatiseret
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med Marlon Brando i

soldiers: a Nazi sergeant, a

hovedrollen.

Jewish American infantryman,

Collected Fiction Irwin Shaw

and an idealistic urbanite from

2017-10-03 Three acclaimed

New York City (TheBoston

novels plus collected short

Globe). Bread Upon the Waters:

fiction by the New York

No good deed goes

Times–bestselling author of

unpunished? The Strands are a

Rich Man, Poor Man. The

happy family, though not

Young Lions: Irwin Shaw’s New

without their financial struggles.

York Times–bestselling debut is

When their daughter helps a

widely considered one of the

mugging victim by bringing him

four great World War II novels,

home, he turns out to be a Wall

along with From Here to

Street lawyer whose gratitude is

Eternity, The Naked and the

as boundless as his bank

Dead, and The Caine Mutiny.

account. But with each

Ambitious in its scope and

successive “reward,” the

robust in its prose, this

Strand family moves farther

“masterpiece” is also deeply

away from the wealth of

humanistic, presenting the

happiness they already

reality of war as seen through

possessed. Short Stories: Five

the eyes of three ordinary

Decades: Shaw’s prolific output

the-young-lions-irwin-shaw
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of short stories appeared

Shaw 2013-04-16 #1 New York

regularly in the pages of the

Times–bestselling author: On a

New Yorker and Esquire for

lazy afternoon in 1964, a

over half a century. These sixty-

Jewish WWII veteran watches

three stories include such iconic

his son’s baseball game, and

works as “The Eighty-Yard

reflects on his past. Benjamin

Run” and “The Girls in Their

Federov has lived a thoroughly

Summer Dresses.” The

American life. The son of

Troubled Air: Five employees of

immigrants, husband to a lovely

Clement Archer’s popular radio

wife, and father to two healthy

show are accused Communists.

sons, he is successful in

He will have to fire them to

business, and blessed with

keep his show on the air. But

good health. During a lazy 1964

it’s not a simple

summer afternoon at his son’s

choice—whatever Archer

baseball game, Ben reminisces

decides, he won’t be able to

on the triumphs and failures of

keep his hands clean, in

his past fifty years. He recalls

Shaw’s provocative classic

the comedy of his youth and the

about courage and morality at

horrors of World War II, his

the height of McCarthyism.

alienation as a second-

Voices of a Summer Day Irwin

generation child in America and

the-young-lions-irwin-shaw
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the tenderness of his first love.

Century Literary Left. In this

Insightful and evocative, Voices

volume Wald delves into

of a Summer Day is an

literary, emotional, and

enchanting story about a man’s

ideological trajectories of radical

life and an unforgettable look at

cultural workers in the era when

the power of memory. This

the International Brigades

ebook features an illustrated

fought in the Spanish Civil War

biography of Irwin Shaw

(1936-39) and the United States

including rare images and

battled in World War II

never-before-seen documents

(1941-45). Probing in rich and

from the author’s estate.

haunting detail the controversial

Trinity of Passion Alan M. Wald

impact of the Popular Front on

2011-04-01 The second of three

literary culture, he explores the

volumes by Alan Wald that

ethical and aesthetic challenges

track the political and personal

that pro-Communist writers

lives of several generations of

faced. Wald presents a cross

U.S. left-wing writers, Trinity of

section of literary talent, from

Passion carries forward the

the famous to the forgotten, the

chronicle launched in Exiles

major to the minor. The writers

from a Future Time: The

examined include Len Zinberg

Forging of the Mid-Twentieth-

(a.k.a. Ed Lacy), John Oliver

the-young-lions-irwin-shaw
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Killens, Irwin Shaw, Albert

zijn afgelegen skidorp vasthoudt

Maltz, Ann Petry, Chester

aan zijn idealen. Maar de oorlog

Himes, Henry Roth, Lauren

dwingt hem partij te kiezen, met

Gilfillan, Ruth McKenney, Morris

alle gevolgen van dien. In

U. Schappes, and Jo Sinclair.

Amerika ziet de arme joodse

He also uncovers dramatic new

Noah Ackerman in de oorlog

information about Arthur Miller's

een ontsnapping uit zijn

complex commitment to the

benarde bestaan, maar of hij er

Left. Confronting heartfelt

geschikt voor is? En de

questions about Jewish

verwende Amerikaan Michael

masculinity, racism at the core

Whitacre wil zich laten gelden in

of liberal democracy, the

Londen en op veilige afstand

corrosion of utopian dreams,

zijn bijdrage aan de oorlog

and the thorny interaction

leveren. Totdat hij inziet dat als

between antifascism and

hij zijn leven zin wil geven, hij

Communism, Wald re-creates

naar het front moet. Op

the intellectual and cultural

meesterlijke wijze vervlecht

landscape of a remarkable era.

Shaw deze drie mannenlevens.

De jonge leeuwen Irwin Shaw

In hun kielzog volg je de oorlog

2015-03-27 Christian Diestl is

in Frankrijk, Noord-Afrika,

een sympathieke skileraar die in

Engeland en Duitsland. Totdat

the-young-lions-irwin-shaw
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alle lijnen in een slotakkoord

McCarthy hearings. Among

genadeloos samenkomen.

these sixty-three stories are

Witte zwanen, zwarte zwanen

iconic works such as “The

Irwin Shaw 1976

Eighty-Yard Run,” a tale of an

Short Stories Irwin Shaw

American dream crippled on

2013-02-26 A wide-ranging

Black Monday, and “Main

fictional portrait of life in

Currents in American Thought,”

postwar America by an

in which a hack radio copywriter

acclaimed New Yorker short

is tormented by the glitz of

story writer and #1 New York

show business. Through the

Times–bestselling novelist. Irwin

decades, Shaw’s writing —as

Shaw was a star of the New

demonstrated in these

Yorker’s fiction pages in the

pages—maintains the clear-eyed

1930s and ’40s. His prose

moral purpose, rich in wit and

helped shape the landscape of

startling insight, of a tough kid

post-war fiction, and his work

with a philosopher’s soul. This

drew from a remarkable life that

ebook features an illustrated

spanned from American football

biography of Irwin Shaw

fields to European battlefields,

including rare images and

Broadway to Hollywood,

never-before-seen documents

Depression-era saloons to the

from the author’s estate.
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Darstellung Von Krieg und

his sorrow and a need for

Gewalt Im Roman " The Young

justice, Wesley uncovers

Lions" Von Irwin Shaw 1992

surprising truths about his

Beggarman, Thief Irwin Shaw

estranged family’s complicated

2013-02-26 A family confronts

past. Focused, forceful, and

its dark past in this saga of

deeply moving, Beggarman,

murder, revenge, and

Thief is a stunning novel by a

redemption by the New York

true American literary master.

Times–bestselling author of

This ebook features an

Rich Man, Poor Man. In Irwin

illustrated biography of Irwin

Shaw’s celebrated novel Rich

Shaw including rare images and

Man, Poor Man, the Jordache

never-before-seen documents

clan was divided and scattered

from the author’s estate.

by the forces of American

In the Company of Dolphins

culture and capitalism after

Irwin Shaw 2016-08-16

World War II. In this potent

Bestselling author Irwin Shaw’s

sequel, the family reunites after

lighthearted travelogue follows

a terrible act of violence.

his family’s vacation sailing

Wesley never really knew his

from St. Tropez to Venice in the

father, Tom, the black sheep of

1960s. As a boy, Irwin Shaw

the Jordache family. Driven by

stared out across Brooklyn’s

the-young-lions-irwin-shaw
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Sheepshead Bay and dreamed

shadow of World War II and

of owning a boat and sailing the

“vacation” truly meant

oceans wide. Decades later, he

detaching oneself from the

determined that chartering a

world. Featuring cameos by

yacht was better than having no

legendary authors such as

boat at all. With his wife and

Françoise Sagan and James

son, Shaw then set out to

Jones, this endearing memoir is

mosey about the

the next best thing to a

Mediterranean, guided by a

Mediterranean cruise.

Scottish captain, his wife and

THE YOUNG LIONS Irwin

daughter, and a Greek cabin

Shaw 1957

boy. From St. Tropez to Naples,

Reading for Men 1958

and across the Adriatic to

Festival i Cannes Irwin Shaw

Dubrovnik and up to Venice, it

2018-05-14 Jesse Craig var en

was the trip of a lifetime, its

af de hotteste filminstruktører

only fault being that, eventually,

under Hollywoods storhedstid,

it would have to end. Written in

men i 1970, hvor vi møder ham,

1964, this travel memoir is a

er han en midaldrende skygge

portrait of a bygone age, when

af sig selv, hvis liv et ved at

the sun-soaked Mediterranean

falde fra hinanden bag den

was still emerging from the

smilende facade. Hans to sidste

the-young-lions-irwin-shaw
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film floppede, men han har

Bestseller: A provocative novel

alligevel et håb om, at hans

about one man’s struggle with

karriere vil komme på fode igen

courage and his conscience at

under filmfestivalen i Cannes.

the height of McCarthyism.

Men i Cannes bliver han

Clement Archer, head of a

konfronteret med en del af sin

popular radio show, faces a

fortid, som han havde

profound dilemma: Five of his

foretrukket aldrig at se igen, og

employees stand accused of

samtidig oplever han et glimt af

being communists, and a

håb om en bedre fremtid. Irwin

magazine threatens disclosure

Shaw (1913-1984) var en

unless Archer fires each and

amerikansk manuskript- og

every one. Despite his efforts to

romanforfatter, som har solgt

meet his own moral standards

over 14 millioner bøger verden

and avoid self-incrimination,

over. Irwin Shaw står blandt

Archer finds himself hounded

andet bag romanen "The Young

from both ends of the political

Lions", der er blevet filmatiseret

spectrum for his seemingly

med Marlon Brando i

righteous actions. The Troubled

hovedrollen.

Air, Irwin Shaw’s second novel,

The Troubled Air Irwin Shaw

was published immediately

2013-04-16 New York Times

before the author moved to
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Europe, where he lived for the

American Fiction is the perfect

next twenty-five years. The

companion for everyone who

story remains a powerful

loves literature--students, book-

portrayal of a good, decent man

group members, and serious

ensnared by the hysteria and

readers at every level.

cruelty of a dark period in

Developed at Columbia

American history. This ebook

University's Center for American

features an illustrated biography

Culture Studies, Major

of Irwin Shaw including rare

Characters in American Fiction

images and never-before-seen

offers in-depth essays on the

documents from the author’s

"lives" of more than 1,500

estate.

characters, figures as varied in

The Young Lions by Irwin Shaw

ethnicity, class, sexual

Irwin Shaw 1949 En amerikansk

orientation, age, and experience

teatermands, en amerikansk

as we are. Inhabiting fictional

jødes og en østrigsk nazists

works written from 1790 to

skæbne som soldater i den 2.

1991, the characters are

verdenskrig

presented in biographical

Major Characters In American

essays that tell each one's life

Fiction Jack Salzman

story. They are drawn from

2014-09-23 Major Characters in

novels and short stories that
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represent ever era, genre, and

the myth-making. Ranging from

style of American fiction writing-

Manhattan in the effervescent

-Natty Bumppo of The

post-war years, to Hollywood,

Leatherstocking Tales, Celie of

bathed in uncertain sunshine,

The Color Purple, and everyone

and to the deceptive peace of

in between.

the Mediterranean coast, RICH

Rich Man, Poor Man Irwin Shaw

MAN, POOR MAN is at once a

2002-04-04 RICH MAN, POOR

triumphant study of character

MAN tells the story of Rudolph,

and a truly epic novel of

Gretchen and Tom, the children

America.

of an embittered, impoverished

Lucy Crown Irwin Shaw

German baker, growing up in a

2013-04-16 A New York Times

small town near New York City

bestseller from an author with

as World War II is drawing to a

“a natural gift for storytelling”: A

close. These three are seen

mother and son are reunited

over a period of twenty-four

years after a shattering betrayal

years in scene after brilliant

(The New York Times). She

scene which build up into a

passes through the Paris

revelation of twentieth-century

restaurant, alone, unbent, and

American life: the mobility, the

unbroken. Lucy Crown has lived

quick encounters, the big deals,

with heartbreak for long enough
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that it no longer shows on her

indiscretion during a vacation in

face, and she’s not afraid to

Vermont that would upend their

dine in solitude. But then she

family, and take half a lifetime

sees him across the bar, full of

to repair. From the author of

liquor and life, looking far

such classics as Rich Man,

happier than he did the last

Poor Man and The Young

time she saw him two decades

Lions—an O. Henry Award

before: Tony, her son—the one

winner who “always writes

man she loved more than any

immensely readable

other, the one she nearly

books”—Lucy Crown is an

destroyed. Twenty years earlier,

unflinching look at the emotional

in 1937, Lucy was an unhappily

reality of infidelity, heartbreak,

married suburban housewife,

and divorce that remains a

and Tony was so frail his

testament to the power of

parents were forced to hire a

forgiveness (The New York

companion for him. When the

Times). This ebook features an

companion caught Lucy’s eye,

illustrated biography of Irwin

he awoke in her a feeling of

Shaw including rare images and

passion she thought had died

never-before-seen documents

long ago—leading to an act of

from the author’s estate.
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